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Dear Editors,

We submit the manuscript with requested changes, as follows:

- Table 5 was formatted as one table
- Contents of table 1 was moved to the main body of the manuscript
- Titles of the figure were adjusted as requested
- Figures are no longer submitted as multiple files
- references previously marked as 14 and 15 were removed, references were reformatted, numbers updated
- numbering and referencing of tables was updated
- test “Title” was removed from before the title
- underlining was removed
- keywords were removed
- email addresses for all authors were added
- footer was removed
- Introduction was renamed to Background
- Material and methods was renamed to Methods
- table titles were changes as requested
- visible vertical lines were removed from tables
- heading References was added before references

Please let me know if you have any more requests.

Kind regards,
Aleksandra Kazi
Senior Medical Physicist
Medical Physics, Townsville Hospital